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1. SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATION
Refuse.
1. REASON FOR COMMITTEE DETERMINATION
1.1

This application has been brought before the Development Control
Committee because a previous application on the site was considered
by the Committee.
2. DESCRIPTION OF THE SITE AND ITS SURROUNDINGS

2.1

The application site relates to the playing pitch at Buxworth Football
Club that lies immediately to the north of Western Lane and to the west
of the Cricket Pitch, separated by a public footpath.

2.2

The public highway is situated in an elevated position comparable to
the pitch, bounded by a dry-stone wall with the playing pitch having a
noticeable slope that runs away from the boundary wall to the north.

2.3

The western and northern perimeters of the playing pitch take the form
of a post and rail fence that stands at approximately 1.5m in height.
The western perimeter contains 12 x individual signs with a further 5 x
signs positioned on the northern boundary. Each hoarding has a typical
height of 800mm and a width of 1200mm.

2.4

The site is situated outside of the built-up area boundary in the open
countryside and in the Green Belt.
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3. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSAL
3.1

Further to a complaint in respect of unauthorised development and a
subsequent enforcement investigation, this application has been
submitted which seeks the retention of the 17 x hoarding signs.

3.2

The application has been accompanied by the following plans and
documentation:
-

3.3

Location Plan
Proposed Site Plan
Sign elevation
Supporting Statement

The Supporting Statement confirms that the signs have been in situ
since June 2018 and that the signs have been erected to generate
additional sponsorship income for the Football Club who were unaware
that advertisement content was required. Reconsultation was
undertaken due to a change to the description of the signs.
4. RELEVANT PLANNING HISTORY

4.1

The site has been subject to the following planning history:

HPK/0002/5465

Relocation of football pitch (Approved 23/06/1987)

HPK/2019/0295

Proposed re-levelling of existing football pitches and
associated engineering and drainage works
(Approved 11/08/2020)

5. PLANNING POLICIES RELEVANT TO THE DECISION
High Peak local Plan 2016
S1
S1a
EQ3
EQ6
CF6

Sustainable Development Principles
Presumption in Favour of Sustainable Development
Rural Development
Design and Place Making
Accessibility and Transport

Revised National Planning Policy Framework 2019
Achieving Sustainable Development
Promoting Sustainable Transport
Achieving Well Designed Places

Chapter 2
Chapter 9
Chapter 12

6. CONSULTATIONS CARRIED OUT
Site notice

Expiry date for comments: 4th January 2021
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Neighbour letters

Expiry date for comments: 22nd Dec 2020

Press Notice

Expiry date for comments: N/A

Neighbours
6.1

The application has received 7 x representations in connection with this
application, 6 of which object to the application and 1 that proposes a
suitable condition as a compromise that requires the hoardings be
removed at the end of the playing season or re-located. The grounds of
objection are summarised as follows:
-

Landscape and Visual impact
The signs would be less visually intrusive if they were position away
from the houses and road.
The signs have extremely bright colours and there are far too many
of them.
The signs are especially noticeable on the northern boundary to
local residents.
This is a rural location

Consultees
6.2

The following comments have been received from consultees following
the re-consultation in light of the change to the description of
development

Consultee

Comments

Chinley, Buxworth and No objections to the principle of retaining
Brownside Parish Council hoarding signs but would request that
suggestions made by local residents are taken
into consideration, specifically that either the
signs be removed at the end of the playing
season or be re-positioned along the Western
Lane perimeter so that they are seen by
spectators but not seen by neighbouring
residents
DCC Highways Authority
7.

No objections

POLICY AND PLANNING BALANCE

Legislation
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7.1

The Town and Country Planning (Control of Advertisements) (England)
Regulations 2007 (as amended) defines the circumstances in which
adverts require advertisement consent. Schedule 1, Class A confirms
that advertisements displayed on enclosed land that is readily visible
from outside the enclosed land does require advertisement consent.

7.2

Paragraph 3 of the above regulation’s states that a Local Planning
Authority shall exercise its powers under these Regulations in the
interests of amenity and public safety, taking into account:
(a)

the provisions of the development plan, so far as they are
material; and

(b)

any other relevant factors

7.3

Relevant factors include the general characteristics of the locality,
including the presence of any feature of historic, architectural or similar
interest. In addition, factors relevant to public safety include the safety
of persons using the highway; whether the display of the advert is likely
to obscure or hinder the interpretation of a highway or traffic sign and
whether the advert hinders a device used for security or surveillance
for measuring the speed of a vehicle.

7.5

In taking account of factors relevant to amenity, the Local Planning
Authority may, if it thinks fit, disregard any advert that is being
displayed.

7.6

Section 38(6) requires the local planning authority to determine
applications in accordance with the development plan, unless there are
material circumstances which 'indicate otherwise'. Section 70(2)
provides that in determining applications the local planning authority
"shall have regard to the provisions of the Development Plan, so far as
material to the application and to any other material considerations."
The Development Plan consists of the High Peak Local Plan Policies
Adopted April 2016.

Principle of Development
7.7

The application seeks retrospective permission (Advertisement
Consent) to retain the 17 x hoarding signs. In line with Advertisement
Regulations 2007 (as amended) strategic policies including those that
relate to the Green Belt are not relevant to this application.

7.8

The principle of development is acceptable subject to the authority
being satisfied that the adverts do not give rise to any adverse impacts
relating to amenity or public safety, having regard to the relevant
factors set out above.

Amenity
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7.9

The applicant’s supporting Statement argues that whilst the Local Plan
contains general policies regarding visual amenity and highway safety,
there are no specific policies relating to advertisements and therefore
the provisions of the Local Plan are not considered to be material in
this case. This argument is refuted by Officers as the Local Plan is the
key material consideration used to assess the impacts of the proposed
advertisements. Any sign should be designed to compliment and reflect
the character of an area.

7.10

LP Policy S1 sets out a number of sustainability principles which all
new development proposals should incorporate in order to make a
positive contribution towards the sustainability of communities and to
protect, and where possible enhance the environment.

7.11

LP Policy EQ3 refers to rural development proposals which lie outside
of the defined built-up area boundaries and seeks to ensure that new
development is strictly controlled in order to protect the landscape’s
intrinsic character and distinctiveness.

7.12

LP Policy EQ6 states that all development should be well designed to
respect and contribute positively to the character, identity and context
of High Peak’s townscapes, in terms of scale, height, density, and
layout.

7.13

The site lies in the open countryside outside of the built-up area
boundary in a prominent location, highly visible from Western Lane to
the south, which is situated in an elevated position, and from a public
footpath that runs parallel with the eastern boundary of the playing
pitch.

7.14

Whilst Officers are sympathetic to the needs of the Club to generate
income through advertising, in order to maintain the facilities, the
presence of 17 individual signs, all of a different design and colour,
leads to a sense of visual clutter which cumulatively dilutes and
adversely impacts on overall visual amenity of the area. Buxworth is a
rural village, which contains stone buildings and open spaces leading
to higher slopes of poor grazing. This rural character is typical of many
villages through the Borough. The signs, given their location and
number, which are highly visible from western lane and the public right
of way are considered to adversely affect the visual amenity of the rural
setting in which they are positioned. Accordingly, the signs have a
negative impact on the rural character and appearance of the area,
contrary to LP Policies S1, EQ3 and EQ6.

7.15

It should be noted that the applicant has been advised that the Council
would, without prejudice to any subsequent plans submitted, likely look
more favourably towards a scheme that reduces the number of signs
visible from Western Lane and the nearby public footpath.

Public Safety
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7.16

LP Policy CF6 seeks to ensure that development can be safely
accessed in a sustainable manner and that all new development is
located where it can be satisfactorily accommodated within the existing
highway network.

7.17

The hoarding signs are clearly visible from the public highway however
they would not impeded obscure or hinder the interpretation of any
highway or traffic sign. The Highways Authority has no objection to this
application, and therefore there is no reason to conclude that the signs
harm highway safety. As such, there are not considered to be adverse
impacts arising from the proposed advertisements with regards to
public safety, in accordance with LP Policy CF6.

8. RECOMMENDATIONS
A. REFUSE for the following reasons:
1.

The proposed signage, by virtue of its siting in a prominent
location in the open countryside, and the number of individual
adverts, would result cumulatively result in visual clutter that
adversely affects the visual amenity of the site and thereby
contributes negatively to the overall character and appearance of
the site and rural landscape, contrary to High Peak Local Plans
Policies S1, EQ3 and EQ6.

B. In the event of any changes being needed to the wording of the
Committee’s decision (such as to delete, vary or add
conditions/informatives/planning
obligations
or
reasons
for
approval/refusal) prior to the decision being issued, the Operations
Manager – Development Services has delegated authority to do so in
consultation with the Chairman of the Committee, provided that the
changes do not exceed the substantive nature of the Committee’s
decision.
This recommendation is made following careful consideration of all the issues
raised through the application process and thorough discussions with the
applicants. In accordance with Paragraph 38 of the NPPF the Case Officer
has sought solutions where possible to secure a development that improves
the economic, social and environmental conditions of the area. However in
this case it has not been possible.
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Site Plan
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